
Some Intergenerational Resources  

 

 

Intergenerational Christian Formation 
Throughout biblical tradition and the majority of history, communities of faith included 
people of all ages together in corporate worship, education and ministry. The church was not 
just multigenerational; it was intergenerational, with the whole church together as one family 
and people of all ages learning from one another in common life.  
 
In this comprehensive text, Holly Allen and Christine Ross offer a complete framework for 
intentional intergenerational Christian formation. They provide the theoretical foundations 
for intergenerationality, showing how learning and spiritual formation are better 
accomplished through intergenerational contexts. It is not just elders teaching youth; learning 
also takes place when adults discover fresh insights from children. Then the authors give 
concrete guidance for intergenerational praxis on how worship, learning, community and 
service can all be achieved intergenerationally. Case studies of intergenerational 
congregations provide models for how a culture of intergenerationality can be created in 
local churches.  
 
This volume serves as an essential guide for all preparing for and involved in congregational 
ministry and formation. Discover the riches of intergenerational ministry, and let all 
generations commend the works of God to one another. 

 

Generations Together 
Faith is transmitted from generation to generation in extended families and intergenerational 
congregations. Every congregation can discover its intergenerational heart and soul, and 
become an intentionally intergenerational community that nurtures the faith of all ages and 
equips them for living as disciples of Jesus Christ in our world today.  
 
When a congregation commits itself to building a culture of intergenerationality through its 
congregational life of caring, celebrating, learning, praying, and serving, each element becomes 
a sign of and instrument for the full experience of the Body of Christ by all ages and 
generations.  
 
Generations Together guides leaders in learning what this vision looks like in practice, and 
how to guide a congregation in envisioning and designing projects and initiatives to become 
more intentionally intergenerational.  

 

Faithfull Generation 
Faithfull Generation brings together 10 key insights about how we can help ourselves and our 
churches develop resilient faith in our children. Each contribution is from a hands-on 
practitioner active in children's ministry and advocacy. Each chapter introduces the writer 
and also contains suggestions for further reading and practical resource material.  
 
Community: helping the church to thrive as a growing, intergenerational faith 
community,  whilst supporting the family as a key place of spiritual nurture  
Encounter: creating opportunities for children to connect with the big story of the Bible and 
space where they can encounter the living Jesus for themselves.  
 
Dialogue: Encouraging faith to be both talked out and lived out, within peer relationships and 
supported by the wider church family.  
 
Milestones: Enabling peak experiences in the lives of children and celebrating key moments 
and anchor points in their life and spiritual journey.  
 
Action: Allowing children to contribute as active participants in mission and giving them the 
opportunity to respond with compassion to the world around them.  

 


